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In September 2016 the Business School introduced its first portfolio of Extended programmes. 

The majority of these programmes followed a common initial year, which is referred to as year 

zero for the remainder of this opinion piece. The programme design for year zero was intended 

to launch students on their programme of study by introducing basic academic writing and 

communication skills, whilst also including general business-related content. The benefits of 

generic foundation years such as year zero on the Extended programmes include the efficient 

use of resources.  All students are studying the same modules which makes it easier for 

universities to forward-plan and to run larger lectures than would be possible if each programme 

had its own year zero with smaller student numbers.  The reasons for the Faculty’s approach 

to programme design for this new initiative were therefore obvious and logical. There were 

economies of scale to be had, especially by basing year zero on existing foundation modules 

already available within the University, as the programmes could be set up relatively swiftly for 

the initial cohorts. This was very helpful, because these students would be recruited through 

Clearing 2016, and so there was no clear idea of expected numbers in the early stages of the 

recruitment cycle. However, in this piece we argue that a bespoke year zero design, with a 

focus on a narrower range of subject-specific topics enhances the experience of the students 

on our Extended programmes and is worth the investment. 

The use of the plural ‘cohorts’ in the previous paragraph is deliberate, as it gets to the nub of 

the problem we encountered. Whilst we may have referred to all ‘Extended students’ en masse 

in the early days, the students did not see themselves as a single group of ‘general business’ 

students. Their programme identities and departments were very important to them. Although 

the programme structures were set out clearly on the University’s website, the students had not 

anticipated a quasi-generic foundation year plus three years; they had enrolled onto a four-year 

Extended programme commencing with year zero. The students expected programme-specific 

content from the outset, and from the feedback we received from the first few weeks of term 

onwards, it became apparent that something had to be done. This opinion piece includes people 

from three departments within the Business School to demonstrate the united resolution of the 

problem we encountered. 

Our response was twofold. First, we regarded the feedback as reflecting a serious and 

immediate problem. We addressed this by adding previously unplanned extra-curricular content 

into the year. One example was a trading competition in Term one. In Term two, the department 

with the highest number of Extended students provided four weeks of taught sessions to its 

students on a programme-specific topic. This content was of a technical nature, not assessed 

and attendance was voluntary, but the fact that attendance was excellent demonstrated it was 

crucial and that the students appreciated access to subject-specific content in year zero. 

Therefore, the second thing we did was completely redesign the Faculty’s Extended 

programmes. 



With an eye on cost-efficiencies, we retained some common modules for the Faculty’s 

students. However, each department now also offers significant bespoke content during year 

zero. Academic skills and familiarisation with the University’s support services and systems are 

achieved via a new extended project module; this exposes students to an academic research 

opportunity in their chosen discipline with the guidance of their personal tutor during timetabled 

project classes. The discipline-specific modules are particularly popular with students, and 

feedback in liaison meetings and via online module surveys suggests that our Extended 

students have had a largely positive experience over the past two years. The results on the 

online feedback forms changed from very concerning to excellent after the implementation of 

the design. 

  During the redesign, the questions the team asked were not just ‘What do the students want?’ 

but also ‘What do the students need?’. Many of the students on our Extended programmes join 

us following disappointing results from A levels or alternative qualifications. To work at a 

university that embraces widening participation by providing these students with the opportunity 

to pursue higher education in their chosen field is a privilege and something we should all be 

proud of, but it also brings a responsibility. Of course, the students want, and deserve, to study 

the subjects they have chosen. However, it is essential to consider what year zero actually needs 

to include to prepare the students, not only so that they can progress from year zero, but also 

so that they will achieve well in year one when they join the new students who enrol on our three 

year programmes. It is the performance of these students in year one (including in comparison 

with their direct entry peers) that serves as the “critical test” for Extended programmes (Harwood, 

2016: 16). Although the students come to us with lower entry qualifications, we have failed them 

if they feel they are the weakest students once they enter year one.  

  Bandura’s (1997) theory of self-efficacy emphasises the importance of a student’s belief in 

himself or herself to achieve a certain goal, such as passing year one. Without this, the 

determination to overcome obstacles and challenges is diminished, making achievement less 

probable. Therefore the modules in the new year zero have been designed to expose students 

to some year one content, thereby affording them a ‘foundation’ of relevant knowledge, laid in 

the foundation-type Extended year and building confidence about what to expect in future. In 

this way, we hope to build up perceived self-efficacy for students whose previous level 3 

qualifications may have made them question their self-belief. We also include exposure to a 

range of assessment styles in year zero, including one or two exams (in relevant programmes) 

where this method of assessment will be used in year one.  Introducing exams in this way helps 

to build self-efficacy as students see that they can achieve in an academic context, they have 

the skills required to revise for exams and they are ready to progress to the next stage of their 

programmes (Pearce et al., 2015).   

  The challenge for students with low entry qualifications is to achieve a good degree, despite 

their grades at school and college. The challenge for us as educators is to design Extended 

programmes to facilitate their achievements. Our experience over the past three years suggests 

that a bespoke year zero design, with a focus on a narrower range of subject-specific topics, has 

the potential to help us to meet that challenge and therefore merits the additional investment 

when compared to a generic provision. 
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